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M WAS VERY DEPRESSED WHEN HE
CAME TO THE DAY CENTRE. HE HAD
TO FLEE AFGHANISTAN SEVERAL
YEARS AGO AND TRIED TO LIVE IN
IRAN AND RUSSIA BUT WAS NOT
PERMITTED TO STAY. THE UK ALSO
TURNED HIM DOWN AND HE BECAME
SO UNWELL THAT HE TRIED TO END
HIS LIFE. WE FOUND A GOOD
SOLICITOR WHO MADE A FRESH
CLAIM FOR HIM WHICH THIS TIME
AROUND WAS SUCCESSFUL.
SLOWLY M’S PHYSICAL AND MENTAL
HEALTH IMPROVED TO THE POINT
WHERE HE WAS ABLE TO FIND
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT AND
HOUSING. A FEW MONTHS AGO, M
CAME BACK TO THE DAY CENTRE
WITH HIS WIFE AND TWO SONS
WHO ARE ALL DOING WELL AND
ARE VERY HAPPY AND SETTLED
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About
Who we are

Freelance contributors

● Pauline Nandoo –
Co-ordinator (full-time)
● Judith Ahikire –
Administrator (part-time)
● Bettina Dreier –
Day Centre Leader (part-time)
● Vanessa Sutherland –
Play Leader (part-time)
● Olabisi Taiwo – Mental Health
Development Worker (part-time)
● Muzaffar Sadykov - Cook
● Peter Williams –
Day Centre Leader (part-time)

● Ed Harkness – Gardening project
● Pat Mulholland - Counsellor
Pauline speaking at an event for Southwark
refugee support agencies

Trustees
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gillian Reeve - Chair
Hassan Kamara - Treasurer
Mary Boley
Sally Inman
Jane Kelly
Andy Roberts
Rosemary Shaw
Simon Taylor

We operate through 3 Day Centres:
● Copleston Centre, Copleston Road, SE15 4AN, open Tues 12.30-5pm
● Peckham Park Baptist Church, 121 Peckham Park Rd, SE15 6SX,
open Wed 11am-2.45pm
● St Mary Newington, Kennington Park Road, SE11 4JQ, open Thursdays 1-5pm
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Co-ordinator’s report
Welcome to the 21st edition of our
annual report. My thanks to everyone
involved for their continued support in
providing the range of practical and
social activities for asylum seekers and
refugees outlined in this report such as
English classes, hot meals, play facilities
and advice and advocacy.
At SDCAS, we are hugely indebted to
everyone especially the many refugees
who volunteer their time, knowledge and
expertise at the centres where more than
1000 clients attended last year. Our client
numbers are rising which is a reflection
of the marginalisation, hardship and
unresolved immigration issues that exist
and, although Government statistics
show that the numbers of asylum
applications made to the UK reduced in
2017 (with only 26,350 applications, 14%
less than the previous year), our centres
remain busier than ever.

It’s really incredible that over 700,000
people sought protection in Europe
during the year, mostly from Iraq, Iran,
Pakistan, Sudan and Eritrea, with most
going to Germany, Italy and France
(Refugee Council source), and as we know
only a minority going to Britain.
In Southwark, our approach has been to
build genuine participation with other
agencies and the local community so we
can do more to integrate people, often
forming long-lasting working
partnerships to strengthen our service
and making referral pathways to
mainstream agencies and beyond. Our
clients benefit greatly from this and we
hope to secure new partnerships in the
months ahead. Generally, we have had a
productive year, marked along the way
by only a few but significant
organisational changes:
● our team took a fresh look at what
we need to do to improve or do

●

●
●
●

differently and we introduced an
appointment-only advice session in
Kennington;
we began the process of making
much needed changes to our client
database and IT capability which will
be completed this year;
our established trustee board
welcomed new people;
we introduced for the first time clinical
support for team members; and
our recent staff/trustee away day
event helped clarify some of our
priorities for the year to come.

My report only gives a small taster of
the challenges, opportunities and work
ahead. The enormous support our small
but wonderfully dedicated staff team
receives from our volunteers, funders,
and partner agencies makes me
optimistic that we will continue to
provide a vital service to our vulnerable
clients and our local community.
Pauline Nandoo, Co-ordinator
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Chair’s report
This year has been a good one in that
nothing too terrible happened. Funding
continued to come in. Our staff and
volunteers contributed hugely and
clients from around the world joined us.
We have settled into our new Centre at
St Mary Newington on Thursdays and
client numbers are increasing. We are
grateful for Giles Fraser’s support in
making this possible, as we also are to the
leaders of Barry House and the other two
churches where we hold Day Centres.
Our “Friends” support increases steadily,
as does our fundraising activity more
generally. The staff and volunteers
continue to work tirelessly to make sure
SDCAS has the means to keep its
services going, and to improve our
reach and effectiveness.
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Gillian introducing Ahmad Ali, speaking of his
experience as a refugee at a concert in
Southwark Cathedral in aid of SDCAS

As well as individual donations and trust
funding, we are grateful for the
essential support provided by
Southwark Council.
We worked with Southbank University
on ‘Beneath the Surface ; how asylum
seekers understand and evaluate their
well-being’. This research project helps
us identify how we can better provide
opportunities for clients to feel more
empowered in their sense of wellbeing
and better able to move on.
The Saturday morning ‘Looking at
Books’ group raises hundreds of pounds,
and is also an opportunity to learn
about our work and exchange ideas over
excellent coffee and cakes. I strongly
encourage anyone interested in our
work to join us at the Copleston Centre
on the first Saturday of each month.
We again had volunteers from Poland

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

and Germany through the ‘ Gap Year ‘
ASRP scheme and, hope to welcome
another one in September.
The garden project has gone from
strength to strength with still more
plans for the months ahead.
And as ever, it is the resilience and
perseverance of our clients – alongside
the generosity of our supporters and
the extraordinary commitment of our
staff and volunteers - that makes
everything worthwhile.
Gillian Reeve, Chair
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Introduction to SDCAS
SDCAS opened our doors in 1996 with a
mission to support asylum seekers and
refugees throughout the Borough and
prevent them falling into destitution.
Since then we’ve expanded to provide a
holistic service – uniquely in Southwark –
that meets all in one place the needs of
this vulnerable population, many of
whom face social isolation, poverty and
homelessness, life on an allowance of just
over £5 a day for food and clothing,
separation from family, a background of
torture, and uncertainty and loss of
control in a protracted asylum process.
You can read about life as an asylum
seeker on page 15.

We offer:

We achieve:

● practical help such as a hot meal,
clothing, food, a crèche, and the
opportunity to socialise in a warm
and welcoming place;
● advice and advocacy, typically on
immigration, benefits and housing
issues (signposting our clients to
partner organisations such as the
Southwark Law Centre where specialist
input is needed) so our clients and
their families can access their rights
and have shelter and some support;
● skills and English language training to
speed their integration into life in
this country;
● health and welfare support both
mentally and physically.

● In 2017 there were over 5100 visits
to our centres by over 1000 people.
● They came from more than 16
countries of origin and from
throughout Southwark (and
sometimes beyond).
● We provided help at a cost of just
over £184,000. You can read about
our services on the next page.

How to get involved:
● Volunteers, supporters and funders are our lifeblood.
Contact us on office@sdcas.org.uk, 020 7732 0505, or check out our
website at sdcas.org.uk if you’d like to get involved.

We thank:
● Our fantastic staff and 40
volunteers who tell their story on
page 12.
● Our vital hosts, partners and
supporters who say why they
want to help us on page 13.
● The generous organisations and
individuals who fund us and are
listed on page 14.
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What we achieved in 2017
Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers
helps to alleviate social and economic
exclusion by providing a platform for
people to access a range of mainstream
and voluntary sector services. The gender
balance has been the same for the past
few years with slightly more female
participants using the service.
Male – 44%

Nigeria
Iran
Afghanistan
Iraq
Ivory Coast
DRC
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Algeria
Sudan
Mali
Syria
Sierra Leone
Other

Country of Origin (%)
4

4

3 2
20

4
6
3

15

4
7
8

4

10

Gender (%)

10

Female – 56%

Participants come from around the
world with the highest % from Nigeria,
followed by Iran, Afghanistan and Iraq
(which includes Ahwazi and or Kurdish
participants). The ‘other’ category
includes participants from countries
including Uganda, Pakistan and Albania.

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

The majority of
participants are asylum
seekers with pending
asylum cases. Those
with status continue to
use our services until
they become more
integrated. The ‘other’
category includes
stateless, unknown and
disputed cases.

Asylum Seeker – 51%

Limited Leave
to Remain – 8%
Other – 6%

Immigration
Status (%)
Refugee
– 35%
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A view from one client

Other – 5%

Asylum &
Immigration – 40%

Health – 5%

Housing – 15%

Areas of
Need (%)

“

“

The majority of people come to the
centres for immigration advice followed
by help with benefit issues, health,
housing and homelessness advice. Other
issues include language support,
education and schooling, financial
hardship and family matters.

Yes apart from here I don’t have anywhere I can do to feel free, forget my
problems, when I am at my house it comes back, when you come here, I see
people, I chat… it’s as if I have this burden but I come here and talk.

One person’s story
17-year-old Amina [not her real name]
from the Gambia had been trafficked
by her stepfather and ‘handed over’ to
a much older man in South London
who Amina was very scared of. She
managed to escape and found
Peckham mosque where she was
received warmly and signposted to us.
Amina was very scared and tearful and
did not know what to do. We found an
immigration solicitor for her and
accompanied her to her first
appointment which got the ball rolling
on her trafficking application to the
Home Office. In collaboration with the

mosque, a host family was found and
eventually Social Services
accommodated Amina in semiindependent housing. Amina is now in
college and has support from various
groups for young people. She sent us a
beautiful letter thanking everybody at
the Day Centre for the support that
we had provided for her. She said if it
had not been for the Day Centre she
would not have met all the wonderful
and supportive people she now has in
her life. She is still waiting for the
Home Office to make a decision on
her claim.

Benefit /
Hardship – 35%
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Our advice and advocacy
We provide advice services at all three
Day Centres and we are grateful for the
ongoing help of Citizens Advice
Southwark (with immigration and
generalist advice) and the Southwark
Law Centre (immigration, housing and
benefit issues) who visit the centres, as
do outreach workers from the NHS
Health Inclusion Team.

Peggy from Goldsmiths College advising a client
(and her daughter) about further education while
behind them others sign in for appointments

6

We are also very thankful to the team of
fantastic volunteers without whose
unstinting enthusiasm and
commitment we could not operate.

We are grateful to a number of
organisations for their generous
ongoing support in the latter regard,
namely the Catholic Women’s League,
Room for Refugees, Acts 435 (all of
whom provide financial assistance),
Buttle UK (items for children) and
Glasspool (white goods).
As in previous years clients ask us to
help with a range of issues. Many are
unable to access even basic housing so

The advice service at St Mary
Newington allows us to refer clients
from the other two centres so that we
can deal with the most time-consuming
issues such as filling in lengthy forms,
helping clients who have a number of
complex issues, and making grant
applications on clients’ behalf.
Peter (second from left) and others in discussion

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers
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have sub-standard accommodation,
have to sofa-surf or are occasionally
street homeless.
Fortunately, thanks to the growing
number of hosting organisations,
several clients have been
accommodated with local families and
local agencies.

Our skills and training
SDCAS provides vital training to our
clients to help them learn the skills to
live and work in this country. Volunteer

Last year Groundworks trained over 30
refugees and asylum seekers who
received certified training in
horticulture, painting , hospitality and
customer service and are now in work or
self-employed.

The benefit system becomes
increasingly difficult for refugees to
navigate with their limited knowledge
of English and lack of IT literacy and this
is another area which occupies much of
our time. The introduction of Universal
Credit in some areas but not in others
has made the system increasingly
complex.
Many clients have a complicated history
regarding their immigration status and
their options can be limited and often
very expensive. Deficiencies at the
Home Office, well publicised recently,
continue to obstruct the progress of
many cases.

teachers run English language classes at
our Day Centres on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, and we also offer
parenting classes, and run employment
support training through our partner
agencies, Groundworks and Refugee
Action.

Bettina (seated, left) and her team line up for a
photo in the pre-session team meeting at the
Peckham Park Road Day Centre

Weekly English lessons are offered at
various venues where SDCAS clients
have opportunities to improve their
speaking, listening, writing and reading
skills.

Annual Report 2017
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Our skills and training... continued...

The Horniman Museum
The Horniman Museum, who have
worked with SDCAS over many years,
are keen to offer work experience and
job opportunities to our clients and
involve them in community projects.
Three of our clients have recently been
recruited for the Horniman Studio
Collective to create an exhibition
opening in October 2019 and deliver

8

events for the public. Participants
receive training, are reimbursed for
their time and can get references for
job applications they might need
elsewhere. During 2017, Ahmad Zia
worked as artist-in-residence at the
Horniman and this photo shows him at
a kite workshop (second from right).
Viviane, Volunteer

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

Groups vary in size, anywhere from five
to twelve attendees, with a few
regulars. Abilities of the learners range
from complete newcomers to those
knowledgeable of the basics who are
keen to continue improving their
fluency, especially in the areas of
writing and reading. English sessions
include traditional exercises in grammar
and usage with many activities of a
more playful or practical nature, such as
nursery rhymes, poetry, riddles, word
games, situational dialogues and use of
English idioms.
During the lessons the SDCAS clients
work hard on their individual learning
while always having time to support
other learners with explanations in their
native language. Sessions are focussed
yet relaxed. It’s a nice balance between
serious study and enthusiastic fun as
people come together to talk and learn.
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“

“

ESOL classes yes that’s why I can speak. I can speak but I can’t write very well, so ESOL has helped me. Now we are doing
natural remedy, I like to do all this it’s helped me with my English, it’s helped me interact with people.
SDCAS Client

English classes at the Copleston Centre
The circumstances and needs of our
students vary greatly. You could say
that our English class has a different
structure every week. Students who
come from Barry House may speak
little or no English or be fairly fluent.
Some are illiterate in their own
language. We make provision for them
by making up vocabulary gradually
with a magnetic alphabet on a board.
Many clients have pressing problems
for which they need to see an advisor
or they are unwell or too traumatised
to attend classes regularly or
concentrate on learning. Because of
new people coming in, sometimes for
a very short period, before they are
dispersed, each session is a one-off.

We do have students who have been
coming for years, not having had the
chance to do a college course. They
make slow but steady progress.
The three of us take it in turn to
prepare lessons. It is very useful when
the other two teachers can give support
to those who are less advanced.
We encourage interaction among
students, using correct syntax - word
order, tense and conventional polite
ways to phrase a request or ask a
question.
We have compiled packs with lessons
aimed at five different levels of ability.
This means we can give study and
practical material to individual students
at different levels. Some take work to do
at home. In an ideal situation where we

have continuous attendance we can
make progress as a group.
Our family groups are often very new
arrivals. We hope to have the chance
to teach them for a while - they are
so receptive and so ‘grateful to be
here’. Unfortunately, they are more
often than not moved on after a very
short time. English classes at
Copleston are popular. There is a
friendly interaction between students
and between students and teachers.
We do our best to give new students
a warm welcome to which they
respond well.
Beatrix, Al & Helen,
ESOL Volunteers

Annual Report 2017
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Our health & welfare support
Health advice, both physical and mental
health, is a critical contribution that the
Day Centre makes to our clients’
wellbeing. Social activity is also a key
part of staying well alongside the
equally basic needs of a hot meal,
clothing, food supplies, and a warm and
welcoming environment. The Day

Our Community Specialist Nurse, Yvonne

10

Centre provides all of these things, and
some of these services – including
health care, our crèche, gardening at our
allotments, art, cookery, storytelling are described and shown on these
pages.
Every Wednesday many of the Day
Centre’s visitors receive confidential
healthcare advice and assistance.
Yvonne and Karima, a Specialist
Community Nurse and Case Worker, are
experienced members of the Guys and
St Thomas’ Health Inclusion team.
They are kept very busy offering help,
quite often in different languages, on a
wide range of health issues. From
engaging properly with NHS services,
and identifying and helping with
domestic abuse, to advising parents on
healthy diets for their children.

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

“ We typically see 10-15 people each
session. They can be struggling to get
medical appointments or
prescriptions, or to feed themselves
and their families properly. As well as
trying to address specific medical
needs, our work aims to strengthen
their ability to cope with often very
stressful lives.”
Yvonne Keene, Community Specialist
Nurse

Working in the crèche
I started volunteering at SDCAS in
2017, working as an advisor on
Tuesday and helping run the crèche
on Wednesday. The crèche is great
fun thanks to Vanessa - vibrant,
knowledgeable and warm - who leads
it. What I most enjoy is seeing
children, who originally could not face
separation from their parents, grow in
confidence and start enjoying their
independence.
Owen, Volunteer
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Art class

Art sessions in St Mary Newington
on Thursday afternoon
In our art sessions, we work with men and women who are
living with a great sense of loss due to the stresses of
their traumatic experiences.

Working in the gardens
It has been a pleasure to work as the Community Gardener
and see people grow as well as the garden. There are many
achievements the gardening group are really proud of,
such as rebuilding the raised beds at Peckham Park Road
Baptist Church (with the scaffolder’s wood - thank you
BCM Scaffolding), repainting and cleaning the shed at the
Day Centre allotment at Lettsom Gardens, making
connections with a bee-keeper. We tried to improve the
soil quality at Lettsom Gardens by adding a few bags of
fine horse manure, so let’s hope we see the result this
summer. There has been a core group of people who have
been helping in the garden, even during the coldest
months, building the raised beds and also sowing seeds
and popping their heads out to see how they can help.
Nothing would happen without the skills, energy and push
of the clients and the amazing volunteers. So thank you to
everyone who has helped with the garden!
Janine, Gardening Project

A young woman from Sierra Leone struggled to cope and
was tempted to shut herself off from everybody. Through
art, she could express herself in a safe and comfortable way.

Sowing seeds at the
Lettsom Gardens allotment

She said she felt immediate benefit and renewed energy
after using the art materials.
Anne-Catherine, Volunteer

Annual Report 2017
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Thank you to our fantastic volunteers

Volunteers Fran, Joan and Judith at the
Peckham Park Road Day Centre
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“At the beginning, we contributed to
research which culminated in the report
‘Beneath the surface: how asylum seekers
understand and evaluate their well-being’.
It was good to get to know the client

“

My entire family seem to be signing
up to volunteering for SDCAS as I
have told them all about it and the
fantastic work that they do –
daughter, husband, niece and friend!
Judith, Volunteer

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

“

“It seems to us that there are ever more
people coming through the doors on

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. So
although we are much more confident in
dealing with the complexities of
housing benefits or immigration there
seem to be more problems with mental
health and less hope to find solutions for
housing and poverty, less help in the
community to improve lives and a
lengthy and costly immigration
procedure, making it more necessary for
the positive philosophy of SDCAS.

stories in greater depth and realise some
of the traumatic experiences that they
have undergone. Two years on we feel
that it would be beneficial to discuss
these sorts of issues with clients a bit
more but we are always firefighting for
them with all the more pressing issues
and caring about their well-being can get
lost. If you haven’t read the report we
recommend you do.
“We’ve had lots of training for example
on: the Reduction of Homelessness Act,
universal credit, the asylum process, and
suicide prevention to name a few. We
have also found monthly supervision
with Jamie Hacker Hughes very useful.”

“

I would be lost without Wednesdays
and have found the atmosphere
very friendly and upbeat despite
sometimes overwhelming issues
Fran, Volunteer

“

SDCAS can only function with the support
of our volunteers, the large majority of
whom have been giving their time to
SDCAS over many years. We know how
lucky we are to have such a stable, caring
and committed volunteer population, of
whom some bring specialist expertise to
their work and some are refugees
themselves. Judith Arkwright, Joan
Marshall, and Frances Morton have been
volunteering with SDCAS for two years.
How does it feel two years on?
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Thank you to our partners
It is impossible to list the wide range of
great support organisations with which
we work. The expert advice that we
access from local agencies is critically
important for those facing
homelessness, deportation, and abuse.
Our links with national organisations like
the Red Cross and trust funders enable
us to help keep and bring families
together. We receive particularly
valuable help from the staff of the
Southwark Law Centre, Health Inclusion
Team, NHS and Citizens Advice
Southwark, who regularly attend our Day
Centre sessions.
“Southwark Law Centre greatly values
our partnership with SDCAS. Working
with them enables us to reach some of
the most vulnerable members of the
community who are in desperate need of
high quality immigration advice.”
Sally Causer, Director ,
Southwark Law Centre

“We constantly strive to ensure that our
services are accessible to isolated and
disadvantaged groups and by working in
partnership with SDCAS we have been
able to increase access to help and
advice for a particularly isolated and
vulnerable client group.”
Christopher Green, Chief Executive,
Citizens Advice Southwark
Although the Day Centre is a nonreligious charity, our Day Centre
sessions are held in three churches
across the borough. We are grateful to
the Copleston Centre, Peckham Baptist
Church and St Mary Newington for their
help, and also to Barry House which
hosts our Tuesday evening activities.
As we consider the potential to develop
our service we would be interested in
hearing from other organisations who
might feel able to share their premises
with us.

“Having the Day Centre with us on
Wednesdays has certainly broadened our
horizons and increased our awareness of
what life can be like for people far from
home. It’s great to see our space being
used so purposefully.”
Rev Ann Luther, Peckham Park Baptist
Church
“The Day Centre provides invaluable
services for some of the most vulnerable
members of our community, and a vital
lifeline for refugees and asylum seekers
facing destitution and isolation. In the
"hostile environment" for immigrants the
Day Centre's work is more important
than ever. The staff and volunteers
deserve all the support local people can
give.”
Kevin Skinner, Co-ordinator,
Southwark Refugee Response Network
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Thank you to our generous funders & donors
We would like to take the opportunity
to say a huge THANK YOU to the people
and organisations that supported us
during the year and made our work
possible. The activities these individuals
and organisations have enabled are
shown in the descriptions and photos
throughout this report.

As explained in the Treasurer’s report on
page 16, the cost of running SDCAS in
2016/17 was just over £184,500. This
cost was met from donations (£21,600)
by generous individuals, our fundraising
activity (£21,400), the Friends scheme
(£5,600), and from grants by public and
private bodies.
We are enormously grateful for the
continuing commitment of Southwark
Council who contributed £45,000
towards our staff costs and over £7,000
for children’s services this year.
Our heartfelt thanks also go to the
following grant-making bodies and
others for their support:

Having fun at art class
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ARM Trust, ASRP, Big Lottery, Church
Welfare Association, CWL, Fareshare,
Henry Smith Charity, London

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

The crèche go pond-dipping

Community Foundation, Near
Neighbours, People’s Health Trust,
Stewardship, Wakefield and Tetley Trust,
29 May 1961 Trust.
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Life as an asylum seeker
Most asylum seekers arrive in the UK
not knowing what to expect, not
knowing the system and procedures.
It often goes like this:

Many who stay with friends find
themselves homeless because the friend
cannot manage to look after another,
often very traumatised, person over a
long period of time.

even years. The weekly payment for an
asylum seeker is £37.75. They are not
allowed to work for at least 12 months
and study is restricted or even
prohibited.

A person seeking asylum arrives in the
UK and tries to make an application for
asylum in Croydon - searching, waiting,
lots of confusion... At this point most
don’t have a solicitor. Those who ask for
accommodation will usually be offered a
shared room in Barry House in East
Dulwich or Brigstock House in Thornton
Heath. From there they will be
dispersed anywhere in the country.

To get accommodation at this point is
complicated. The asylum seeker must
contact Migrant Help who have a very
bureaucratic procedure to follow. Callers
usually start at number 50-100 in the
queue. Sending documents is
practically impossible without the help
of another organisation. Many try to
apply but fail.

While in Barry House no money is
provided by the Home Office. This is
difficult as most people would like to go
out but don't have the funds and the
food that is being brought in is hard to
get used to. Luckily Barry House
employee Tracy walks to the Day Centre
with those who are mobile.

From Barry House people often get
moved several times. Children may
have to change schools after each move.
They have to find a solicitor to assist
them with their main asylum interview
and with their claim overall. Many fail
initially but might win their claim on
appeal. This can take many months or

Those granted leave are then given 28
days to leave their Home Office
accommodation and find their own.
Those who have been refused usually try
to gather enough evidence to make a
fresh claim. At the Day Centre we assist
many people who have had their claims
refused. Thankfully many difficult cases
get taken up by Gary Goddard from
Citizens Advice Southwark or the
immigration lawyers at the Southwark
Law Centre.
It is a complicated system to navigate
when you are traumatised, alone and
with little English...

Annual Report 2017
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Treasurer’s report
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Incoming resources

2017

2016

Costs of generating voluntary income

2017

2016

Donations
Friends Donations
Churches
Food Project
Legacy
Fundraising
Southwark Council
Big Lottery
Wakefield & Tetley
ARSP
Near Neighbours
Fund Raising Income
29th May 1961 Trust
Diocese of Southwark
Southwark CAB
Baring Foundation
ARM Trust
Children’s Services
CWL
Stewardship
Trust House
Peoples Health Trust
London Com. Foundation
AB Charitable Trust

21,668
5,636
750
6,000
–
21,421
45,321
11,085
8,000
5,129
4,000
–
4,000
–
–
–
5,000
7,337
1,400
6,930
–
12,888
9,969
–

7,705
5,027
–
–
10,000
–
53,319
44,656
–
7,221
–
8,266
4,400
150
3,000
6,000
–
29,352
1,175
–
10,000
12,888
–
10,000

Staff costs - Wages & Salaries
Staff costs - Employer’s NIC
Establishment - Rent
Establishment - Insurance
Professional - Accountancy fees
Office expenses - Telephone
Travel Expenses
Lunches and Food
Equipment
Newspapers
Volunteers and Training
Printing and Stationery
ARSP
Hardship Allowance
Sundry Expenses
Childcare
Activities
Professional Fees
Gardening Project
Parenting Course
Counselling

91,484
2,093
13,524
2,324
4,260
2,846
2,017
11,178
652
62
1,583
1,949
8,577
3,805
2,111
4,556
1,971
2,294
11,530
2,500
13,247

102,858
3,509
15,801
1,011
4,154
2,806
825
9,047
1,234
122
4,941
3,356
9,377
4,057
1,870
9,483
2,194
865
13,547
–
–

184,563

191,057

Total resources expended

184,563

191,057

176,534

213,159

Investment income
Bank interest receivable

Net (outgoing)/incoming resources for the year

(8,028)

22,102

1

_

Total incoming resources

176,535

213,159

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers
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Below: Many of SDCAS’s clients have young families
though some come to the UK alone and face a long
wait to be reunited with their loved ones.

Above: summer on the SDCAS allotment in
Lettsom Gardens

Above: Enthusiastic participants in Day Centre activities
Right: Everyone gets involved in the serious
business of chopping vegetables and preparing
food for a party, under the careful supervision of
our play leader, Vanessa, and others…
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How to find us
Southwark Day Centre
for Asylum Seekers
Co-ordinator: Pauline Nandoo
Administrator: Judith Ahikire
Copleston Centre
Copleston Road
London
SE15 4AN

Tuesday
12.30-5pm
Copleston Centre,
Copleston Road,
London
SE15 4AN

020 7732 0505
office@sdcas.org.uk
www.sdcas.org.uk
SDCAS
@Southwark Asylum

Wednesday
11am-2.45pm
Peckham Park Road
Baptist Church,
121 Peckham Park Road,
London
SE15 6SX

Charity Reg No 1143912
Company Reg No 07519992
OISC Exemption No
N200100580
Advice Quality Standard

Thursday
1-5pm
St Mary Newington,
Kennington Park Road,
London
SE11 4JQ

